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Abstract

A consensus is forming that there is a need to evaluate second
language speech performance with respect to first language speech
behavior. To support this need, the Crosslinguistic Corpus of Hesitation
Phenomena was developed. This freely available corpus is designed to
investigate the crosslinguistic influence of speech patterns and consists
of recordings of speakers producing first and second language speech
samples in response to parallel elicitation tasks in each language.
Preliminary results from the corpus are consistent with other findings
that second language performance is sometimes correlated with first
language speech behavior [3,7]. In particular, findings show that silent
pause rate and duration correlate with first language performance
while speech rate and filled pause rate do not. Interestingly, repeats
also differ from first language production. Results show that the corpus
may be a useful tool for researchers who wish to investigate the
correspondence between first and second language speech,
particularly with respect to the use of hesitation phenomena.
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16-bit 48kHz
wav format

Sound-attenuated room
(Kawai Nasal MKC22-26 Dr-40)
Reading
aloud
Japanese
(L1)

English
(L2)

Background
Hesitation phenomena [9,11] may be categorized as follows.

Transcription

Notebook computer
(Toshiba R731)

Microphone
(AKG C300)
Microphone pre-amp
(ART Dual Pre)

Picture description

Topic narrative

“The farm
script”
(Japanese
translation)

Various b/w
pictures and
cartoon strips

Explain what a
television is to
someone who has
never seen one.

“The farm
script” [4]

Various b/w
pictures and
cartoon strips
(different from
those in L1)

Explain basketball to
someone who has
never seen the sport

Conclusions
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Whole and partial word tokens
Filled pauses
False starts
Repair sequence structure:
reparandum, editing terms, and
repairs (cf., [10], [15])
Other minor audible phenomena:
e.g., coughs, throat-clearing
Transcribed by two
independent transcribers
(agreement = 91.8%, cf., [12])

Differences resolved by
one checker
Pause and word interval durations were
detected using Praat [2]. Transcripts are
stored in XML format.

Participants (n=35) were recorded for 3-4 minutes in each task.

<UTTERANCE>
<T>in</T>
<T>America</T>
<T FILLED-PAUSE="yes">uh</T>
<T>there's</T>
<T>a</T>
<T FILLED-PAUSE="yes">uh</T>
<T>very</T>
<T>famous</T>
<T FILLED-PAUSE="yes">uh</T>
<T>and</T>
<T>loved</T>
<T FILLED-PAUSE="yes">uh</T>
<T>basketball</T>
<RP>
<O>
<T>cl#</T>
</O>
<T FILLED-PAUSE="yes">uh</T>
<E>
<T>association</T>
</E>
</RP>
<T>which</T>
<T>is</T>
<T>called</T>
<T>NBA</T>
<T>National</T>
<T>Basketball</T>
<T>Association</T>
<T>I</T>
<T>think</T>
</UTTERANCE>

Filled pauses

uh/um (English)
e-to/ano- (Japanese)

Silent pauses

Lengthenings

not including short
juncture pauses, etc.

I'll take the blue
a-nd the- red ones.

Hesitation
Phenomena
Repairs

Results
The transcription process is
ongoing. Results presented
here represent n=18 native
Japanese participants.

Repeats

Look at the blue
the red one over there.

False starts
Do you I disagree
with that.

English

3,106

3,841

Filed pauses, total

742

535

Open type (uh)

572

324

Closed type (um)

170

211

Repair sequences

231

348

Repeats

28

149

Silent pauses

Reading
aloud

Picture
description

Topic
narrative

Total

Japanese

4,246 words
31.1 min.

4,375 words
56.6 min.

5.086 words
56.3 min.

12,707 words
144.0 min.

English

4,897 words
39.4 min.

2,960 words
61.9 min.

2,637 words
58.2 min.

10,494 words
160.0 min.

I I I I think that's
a good idea.

Japanese

Language:
F(1,13) = 91.8, p<0.001
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 5.6, p<0.05
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 4.7, p<0.05

Language:
F(1,13) = 36.2, p<0.001
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 3.0, n.s.
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 2.2, n.s.

Language:
F(1,13) = 4.4, p=0.06
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 8.0, p<0.05
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 3.3, p=0.09

Language:
F(1,13) = 0.5, n.s.
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 1.4, n.s.
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 6.7, p<0.05

Language:
F(1,13) = 8.0, p<0.05
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 5.4, p<0.05
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 0.2, n.s.

Language:
F(1,13) = 9.7, p<0.01
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 0.5, n.s.
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 1.0, n.s.

Language:
F(1,13) = 22.5, p<0.001
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 0.8, n.s.
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 0.0, n.s.

Language:
F(1,13) = 6.1, p<0.05
L2 Proficiency: F(1,13) = 0.1, n.s.
Interaction:
F(1,13) = 1.1, n.s.
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Rate in L2 speech

higher

Studies of hesitation phenomena in second language (L2) speech
production have observed several correlations with L2 proficiency [5,
13,14,16,17].
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Corpus Distribution

The recordings and transcripts are freely available via an online archive
(http://filledpause.com/chp/cchp) under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Teachers
and researchers may make use of the corpus for research and
educational purposes.
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L2 Proficiency
One problem with many of these studies is they do not account for first
language (L1) speech behavior (cf., [6]): A learner who pauses
frequently in L1 might do so in L2, regardless of proficiency. The goal of
this study is to provide a resource for the study of L2 hesitation
patterns with respect to L1 speech.

The preliminary results from the Crosslinguistic Corpus of Hesitation
Phenomena show that it can be a useful tool to investigate the
relationship between first language speech behavior and second
language speech performance, by evaluating the latter with respect to
the former on an individual basis. Current results suggest that as
second language learners develop higher proficiency in the second
language, they speak faster and use fewer filled pauses in a manner
that is not necessarily related to their first language rate of speech. On
the other hand, their use of other hesitation phenomena—including
silent pauses—as their proficiency develops may be more closely
related to their first language speech patterns. Future work includes
annotation of discourse and clause structure, part-of-speech mark-up,
and syllable detection for the purpose of examining lengthenings.

Results show that speech rate and filled pause rate in L2 speech are not correlated with L1 speech patterns (contra [3,7]) while
silent pause rate and duration are correlated (consistent with [3,7]). Furthermore, results show clear linguistic differences in
the use of repairs, repeats (rare in Japanese [8]), and overall use of hesitation phenomena, but not in ways that are indicative
of L2 proficiency development.
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